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Telstar Ills
Orbited Today

GROTON. Conn.
- Three
persons acre killed today when a
nese fire broke out en the nuClear submerine Flasher ander
construction here.
The Flesher is a seater ship of
the Thresher, %bitch was lost early
last month oft the coest of Portsmouth, N. H., vs.ith 129 persons
aboard.
Two other persons were injured
in the ere, which broke out in
the after trim tank of the Flasher.
The accident occurred at the
electric boat ships Ards of the
General Dynamics Corp.

The Calloway County Board of' expense of Douglas High School for
Education set the date for the open- this school term amounts to $3,ing of the 1963-64 school term and 784.33.
Currently 21 Calloway County
authorized the calling for bids on
Douglas
around
go
six nee school bus chassis and other children are attending
"We would like to see it
The
CAPE CANAVERAL (UPS
supplies at its regular meeting last High which has an enrollment of
United States today apparently orb-1 once before we say that," said one
138. The county's share of the opernight.
lied a new Telstar communications; scientist But t h e federal space
School will open for the '63.64 i ational expense of the school was
satellite that may flash to Europe agency said there was "nothing that
term on Thursday, August 22nd withl computed on the bases of the 21
"live t,eisw'tsion pictures of a.stro- 1 would indicate Telstar-2 has gone
it
one day set aside before the open- I students. In addition the county
naut L. Gordon Cooper's flight into In any direction except the one
ing for an in-service training day pays approximately $236 per month
should have gone. Everything look& space next week.
for teachers The school calendar transportation. Jeffrey said.
If everything goes according to ed ftne."
Buron Jeffrey was re-named secwill be set up to include days off for
plan. the 175-pound TeLstar-2 will
The American Telephone and
holidays. Christmas vacistion and retary to the Calloway County
pick up television pictures from the Telegraph Co. (ATarTi, which shellBoard of Education last night at
spring vacation.
United States and beam them to ed out $3 million to finance the
The county school system will the current salary of $200 per year.
Europe at the speed of light
shot as a private space venture,
ask for bids on six nee: 48-passenger Four 12-month employees of the syThe new satellite rode into space , based its hopes for success on two
sohool leis chassis to meet state stem were elected for another year
at 7:38 am KEST today in the nose points of experience:
specifications. Also bide will be call- Elected were Mrs Lillie Dunn. suof a 90-foot Delta rocket.
--The ball-shaped satellite is al-'
ed for on school bus tires and stok- perintendent's office. William Es'Scientists said early indicatimil l most identical to Teistar-1, which ;
er coal for the elementary schools. erett Dunn and Hoy Higgins. meREST AREA-INFORMATION CENTER - An artist's conception of the combined information center and
were that "it appeared to be a thrilled millions of television viewBuis will be advertised for these chanics at the school bus garage
rest area building being developed by the Kentucky Department of Highways for the Interstate System is
perfect flight"-the 17th success int ers with "live" scenes from a U.S.'
The
FRANKFORT. Ky tat
items and must be turned into the on Chestnut Street, and Orville
shown above. This building will housedeplays'for tour sty, including mans aud information and also have
a row for the three-stage Delta
'
press
baseball game and presidential
state Department of Fish and Wildsuperintendent's office by noon on Overbey. custodian.
complete public rest rooms A modern assign was selected to make this factlit) a part of the superhighway
However. officials declined to say conference flashed to Europe, and
life Resources reported Monday that
A one month's vacation v.:as also
May 24th
system under construction.
flatly that the satellite had reachedl views of the Parisian Folies Bera warming trend during the past
In other action the board grant- given to Overbey,
its pliuined orbit.
glere and other scenic wonders from few days has caused water temperaThe board authorized the reed Mavis Broach teacher at Lynn
the European continent to Amer-, lures to rise to the moat desirable
Grove, a leave (il absence for the tiewal of the system's fire, theft
t Ica.
point for good fishing in Kentucky.
remainder of the school term die and wind insurance with the Frazee,
to illness Mrs Lillie Whither WAS Melugin and Holton Insurance Ag--The three-stage Delta rocket
The department said good to etcency
named to finish out the term
hes become a missile scientist's cellent fishing condition:, would preBoard member Charles But-leen
Sept Huron Jeffrey read a letter
dream The slender, white booster vsul for the next several days.
had run up an unprecedented string
Assignments of speakers for the
The progress on the new Murray from the Murray Board of Ethics- of the Almo-Faxon district reportConditions at the various Kendiviof 16 straight 'space shot successes Welty lakes:
three-day assembly of Jehovah's
Hospital for the week of April 22 Lion informing the county system ed that Mr Thurman of the
Western
Kentucky's
powerful through April 26 was reported to- that its share of the operational Mon of building and grounds was
fish.
going into today
Witnesses in Clarksville. May 17-19
Kentucky Lake ngCrapie
I
track team invades Cutchin Stadium
here yesterday
day. The weather was partly cloudy
Scientists hoped to put Telatar-2 is good both out in the lake and were announced today by the contoctight for the Ohio Valley Con- to fair
Mr Thurman viortked with Burduring the week with a low
into a broad, oval - shaped orbit close to the shoreline. The beat vention official, V H. Brown.
ference's showdown of the Lear with
keen and Bing Jet hey on the proranging from 575 miles to 6.560 depth is 1 to 6 feet with minnows.
The program will consist of morn- Murray State's defending confer- of 38 and a high of 79.
posed building at Faxon to provide
Columns for top floor of the hosmiles above earth.
Black bass fiFhlrii• is reported by ing, afternoon and evening sessions rime champs.
.
a new lunch room and convert the
pital poured a n d carpenters set
Neighbors of Carl Marshall, Route
Ground stations in the United casting rnd here c aad medium of Bibie talks. cliaceseons and ueWestern, which has made incredold room to clams room apace
EdKy tut
.1
2 were (somewhat startled Saturday States fine Europe were poised to sunning Itesse e. ere est fishermsn menstrations. These see uesigned to ible progress in trace in just tine frames for the fourth floor and for
ned porents and communae
r:X.
mr11;:ica
flour over folded plate to the mech- ward T Breathitt .tr. hid today that
wit( it several people began tearing tocsin radio, teleprinter, telephone ' "'port sticcess. "•,The water la clear train tee delegates to be better sear. has a great chance to
end
ity g inl'alse the funds for the conanical room. Iron workers laid steel If he is nominated and elected .gov-.
down the old house on the A W and television signals to the sutel- , (...) murky. 70 ace' -r tid stable.
qua:114.2d to teach.
Igerraya five-year domination ce
test, contract will be
Sumnorus farm near Plea-mint Grove Ilte, for relay to other stauons
for the fourth floor Plumbers wart- riser he will sive Kentucky a first*
thr041011 the thard of education
Harrinrrn Tate-- ereppte fide. •ibqa: or features of the conference glee OVe.
letr
vent lines on second class school system.
Church
thossisends of miles away.
es'is bet elth white bass second win include a baptism ceremony . Murray, which has not lost to a ed on waste and
Some 1.500 has already been raised
on conJoe Ed McClain stage manager
Seeekirw at s the Hart County.,
There wee a possibility that Japan and blue - ill third. Fnuegill with Saturday afternoon for newly-dedi- conference school in dual meets floor Electricians worked
toward the constructiun. Burkeen
fin- COurthogise. Breathitt said that his
for The Stubblefield Story" was in
mai get in on the intercontinental worms ar2 bens caueht around the cated ministers According to Mr. since 1957. saw one string of vic- duit on second floor Cement
said
charge of the demolition squad
opponent for the Democratic nomsatellite radio-television act - and reek banks from 6 to 20 feet Black Neil W Dices, presiding minister tories snapped in its latest meet, ishers rubbed concrete
In setting the open:ng of school
which included Lillian Lowry, actSection of top floor poured. Duct- ination. A. B Chandler, on the
of the Murray congregation of Je- -losing 774, to 511t, to Ft Campbell
bring the day of instantaneous gio- esas eshine is ;mese n to slow.
for Thursday. August 22nd the board
as strew boss, and Bore Winter,
Sleeves set on other hand would "scuttle the probal communications via orbiting
Rough River-Fishing is nicking hosates Witnesses. this is a re- here last Saturday night Coach work was started.
pointed out that the two extra days
David Hull, Willie Darnell. and Ken
by the educational syup after soveral days of bad wea- gular feature of each circuit assem- Bill Furgerson's 0:Orgies had rolled fourth fluor Iron workers laid stair- gress made
stations In space a step closer.
would give students time to acquire
Sinclair
stem in the past four years- or at
ther. Baw is the t -it by casting bly "Water immersion, as in the Its 23 consecutive dual meet victories way steel
their books and supplies and would
The parts of the old house which
With the pouring of the top floor lease brine it to a screeching halt." enable studies to begin on Monday
red or mask rubber :scene Crappie ca.se of Jesus. is a symbol of pee - sgainst all competition before the
the
on
used
be
were torn down will
columns will
At Hartford Monday Bre R t hitt
fishing' is fair in the lake and be- sonal dedication to the service of Screaming Eagles-the last team of the hospital, more
Last year the new term began on
set of "The Stubblefield Story" to
promised he would set up a rural
third Monday in August.
low the darn, anti ster.e trout are God," he explained.
to whip the Racers in a dual meet be framed and poured to hold 1.1p
the
23.
25
May
and
M.
be presented
development divusion in the state
'sported below the Jam 'the water
before Saturday night-raced to vic- the roof.
of
Benefits
the
Amphitheatre
will
Kenlake
program
new
carry
the
at
lisepartment of Agriculture
is clear. shout 65 deersts and stable
iiito all communities in the circuit tory.
if it is completed by that time If
Its function he said, would be
Lake Cecnberlane -Igaes fishing
"Tom Ecker IWestern's new coach
as delegates return and apply the
it is not completed. the Play will be
to coordinate all the state and fedsecis ',well' r.t in the Rockeastle
who is chiefly tesporusible for the
scriptural principles learned.
given at the Murray state Auditoreral farm programs with a stew to
tuns with many limits up to five
'Toppers rapid success( and his boys
ium
increasing farm income.
Of
gathis
500,
at
the
expected
Craptaken.
being
pounds reported
stand a real good chance to pin our
Apparetary, the old house had
"We must diversity the economy
thering.
Lucas.
apprnxtMr
says
fishing
still
by
gas&
rated
pie is
ears back." Furgerson said. "unless
beer, constructed a long time ago
in our rural communities to promately ten will be from the Murthe
of
section
s
Th
minnows
efThe
we come up with some super
with
Roilk/R/i.S CITY, Mo iept
Evidence of its age were the old
vide permanent. productive income,
ray congregatiqn
lake is clear and 67 degrees. In the
forts."
General Session of the Southern
square nails found in the oldest
and produce jobs which farms prosection
Bottom
Conley
per3uniside
comparitive
On the basis of
Baptist Convention was scheduled
parte of the structure and the still vide:* the candidate for the Demoformances, Western is favored to to get underway tonight with sonic
The annual oesservance of May cnwrie fishing stP1 is best in three
Stout oak and yellow poplar lumber.
cratic gubernatorial nomination said.
Black
minnows
with
water
of
mile
fict
880.
the
cop blue ribbons in
obsereers expecting fireworks beThe house had originally, it Fellowship Day was held in First
---------is reported good by
run, both hurdles, pole vault, jave- tween "fundamentalists." and "libI ins,[teen built with a dog-run be- Methodist Church Friday. at noon, bets.s fishing also
drum
nightcr.vviers
Catfish.
has
jiggir.e
Murray
-.jump
eralists."
lin and broad
tween two main rooms, another evi- with a eovered tush luncneon sere. The District Sr Rally was held
and other rot eh fish .are being takbetter times in the 100, 220. 440,
The convention. representing 10
in the church Social Hail.
1 tistee of a., age
at North Marshall on Saturday,
fishtrotene
and
idles
bane
mile
by
on
and
440-yard
the
and
Baptists,
been
two-mile
has
million Southern
Phil goers will see this mellow old
After the IT.?A i the grout) a.seembiMay 4 Marshall County was host
Winn- rs in the College High Li- relays, and better showings in the holding preliminary sessions to the
sect..in the
lumber utilized on the set of "The ed in the Little Chapel in the Ed,: ermen. In the Jamesto-Am
and lunch was served in the lunch
brary Essay Contest have been an- diseus, shot put and high jump
as
described
is
fishing
b...ss
b.ticA
continue
will
which
meeting,
general
Stubblefield Story"
room.
ucational Building whsre the pro----nounced by PTA Co-Chairman. Mr.
As an indication of how close the through Friday, with about 15.000
The staff is attempting to save gram opened with a elan° medley excellent by casting and jigging
The two Sr Champions were
The total funds received for the
and Mrs James Fee.
Li
Flahees
-lakes
WestState-owned
be,
could
meet
attend
to
Ttacer-'Topper
expected
persons
coat wherever possible since the of Amencen spirituals played by
Kentucky Society for Crippled Chil- Kathleen Madrey and Be verly
and
ill
s
bliter
Atte
good
gensrelly
the
in
earlier
the
points
between
19
controversy
by
The
lost
ern
Judgee for the College High conproceeds of the play will go to the Mrs John Winter
County now Goode Kathleen, who is the daughbase the best bete. Bass is being test were Miss Beatrice Frye end campaign to the same Fe Campbell "fundamentalists." and, "liberalists," dren from.- Calloway
Murray Rotary Club for its scholaramounts to $112505 This sum rep- ter of Mr and Mrs Ernest Madrey
Mrs Charles Crawford, president taken by casting medium running
publi(ni
moment
Murray
the
19'.
bested
by
that
team
for
centered
Mr,. Larry Vonall Each grade was
ship fund Tickets; may be obtained
the funds received from gave a demonstration on "Know
of the local United Church Women's lures and bluegill by still fishing
cation of a book by former Mid- resents all
from any Rotarian
judged separately and blue. red and points here this last weekend.
individuals through the mail, con- which Type Seam to Use." She will
Council, opened the brief business with worms All the lakes are clear
professor
o'clock
7
at
Seminary
begin
will
Baptist
meet
The
western
while ribbons' awarded to the top
clubs and organ!. represent District 1-A at the State
meeting with prayer Mrs Harry and the average temperature is 60
Attending the Southern Baptist tributions from
three students in each of the first with field events
Fair in September
Whayne reported on the Council's degrees.
rations, and schools.
Dr.
are
Murray
from
Convention
six grades.
Peverly Goode. daughj,er of Mr.
Funds will remain in Murray until
observance of World Dayeset Prayer
It e. Chiles, pastor of the that
Kentucky Society and Mrs. Kenneth Goode, gave a
Winners were as follows:
and on the Executive Board MeetBaptist church and Rudolph How- requested by the
ing Women from the following
for Crippled Children, then a check demonstration on "Selecting Elec1st grade: blue ribbon, Nancy
rdu,rcheflisister of Music of the
:ih
The May Grand Jury is in session churches responed to the roll call:
for the total will be written and trical Appliances and Lighting Your
Garrison, red ribbon, Rickey Dale
today reviewing the came which St John's Episcopal. Goshen Meto the society Ninety Kitchell ' Beverly a Ill represent
Bucy. white ribbon. Lamar Harrell
Dr Ralph Elliott. "The Message of forwarded
have been bound over to them
thodist, College Presbyterian and
per cent of the funds will be used District 1-A in the Electrical Demand honorable mention to Alan
of
sonic
questions
which
who
people
Genesis,PISA. Italy lel - The
The jury will remain in session First Methodist
in the state on crippled children onstrations,
Wells and Jan Ross.
tend the Leaning Tower of Pisa the literal interpretations of the
Three -blue ribbons were also reprobably through tomorrow and will
and the remaining 10 per cent will
Mrs Hasten Wright. treasurer,
2nd grade: blue, Katherine Ma- have figured how to keep it from Bible.
report to Circuit Judge Earl Osborne reported on the expenditures of the
forwarded to the tuitional org- ceived. Marsha Hendon, daughter
son. red, Joey West: white. Pamela
Rev. John R Clas pool of Louis- be
on their findings, handing down Council for the current year
and educa- of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon
White and honorable . mention. Kay
ville. Ky. addressed a session of anization for research
Leave it alone.
received a blue ribbon oil her Dairy
the indictments, and their study of
Adams and Billy Belford.
It was announced that the next
This, they said, probably won't the Relit/toils Education Associa- tion. •
Demonstration of "Cheesecake"
county operated facilities
dethe
warning
that
Monday,
probit
But
tion
any.
posture
meeting of the group would be
its
help
3rd grade: blue. Katie Kemp, red.
Carolyn Murdock. daughter of Mr.
• E. W. Riley is foreman of the
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of
some
"losing
is
nomination
either.
World Community Day in Novemharm
any
do
won't
ably
Terry Obert; white, Jan Fee and
and Mrs Billy.Murdock received •
Jury
faiths
other
to
world
the
people
young
years
789
past
ber to be held in the First Christthe
best
For
for
the Murray honorable mention to Karen PatThe suesignmen
blue ribbon on her demonstration
ian Church
famed bell tower has had a tanta- becatee the youth have no clear
Little League Baseball program for ten and Sonja Biggerstaff.
of "Selecting the right Freezing
worship."
Of
rununderstanding
tourists
sends
that
tilt
cut
lizing
today.
announced
were
The meeting on May 9 and 10 the summer
4th grade: blue. Mary Eye WinWrapper."
Claypool said the solution is for
Following are the teams with ter, red. Mark Merton. white nig for their cameras and engineers
of the State Council of United
Mary Beth Bazzell, daughter of
to
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°nerds.
denomination's
drawing
their
to
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team:
each
for
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those
Church Women to be held in HarChristy Lynn Scott and honorable
Mr and Mrs Howard Bazzell repermit
would
which
79the
years.
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a
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the
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For
it
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R
George
:
Athletics
rodsburg was discusseg, and it was
mention to Richard Wayne Jones
ceived a blue ribbon on her speech,
foot tower has been increasing its a person to encounter God in a
agreed that Mrs, Crword should ten. David Gargus. Duane Adams, and Jo Ann Roberts
"Dernocrscsa
The
depth"
annually
of
inches
CKi9
by
-relationship
tilt
Osbron.
Danny
Darnell,
Lee
Gary
represent the local group if pas5th grade blue. Marcia Hayes:
temptation to do something about
Bennie Steven Simmons. Gars. Warsible
red. Joy Swann; white. Betsy Riley,
it apparently is irresistible.
Melton,
ren
Following the business meeting
and honorable mention W Steve
PROBLEM IS MAPPED
And that urge has done more
Cards . Bob Barr, Brown Crouch,
Western Kentucky - Moistly sun- Mrs. C C. Lowry, president of the
Eddie Wells son of Mr and Mrs.
Willoughby and Karen Adams.
the
to
according
good,
than
harm
McAmitill.
Terry
church
ny and warm today and Wednes- women's society of the host
Cardinal Drive
The attention of the residents Tom Wells of 1508
6th
grade:
blue,
Debbie
orthe
Barren;
Primacy",
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-of
"Work
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Finney,
Mike
Cubs:
and
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day Fair and mild. tonight High welcomed the g-uests
granted a three year felalong the southern part of Callo- has been
red,
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Anderson;
white,
tower
the
gives
that
ganization
RayVan
John
Bonds,
Ben
Woods,
Mrs. Keys Keel. Mrs Thomas
today in low Ma low tonight in over the program. Mrs N. P. HutNational Aeronautway county is called to the map on lowship by the
eheila Stallons and honorable men- daily checkup
tee, and Mrs Novella Chambers
son led the meditation on Race burn.
mid 50s.
Administration
Space
and
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Ledger
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panes
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"Every intervention carried out the
Nets: Mitchell Rain Ward, Ernie tion to Paula Owen and Jay RichRelations, the day's theme Mrs
- --Wells is doing graduate work at left Sunday fot Itsinsas City. Mo,
problem
ey.
in the past has alwase resulted in Times today, concerning a
The 5 a m i EST temperatures: Welter Mischke led the worship Williams, Charles Mark BlankenUniversity in Ithica. New to attend‘the Woman's Missionary
Cornell
and
10.
9.
May
on
conducted
be
an immediate worsening 'CHIP sta- to
Louisville 51, Lexington 40, Cov- portico of the program and Mrs. ship, Michael Shelton Joiner, Chara 14,000 assistant scholar- Union 75th Anniversary Annual
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unit.
ROTC
State
Murray
the
by
bility of the celebrated monument." 11
les Beale. Dan Michael Luther
ington 44, Paducah e4, Bowling W. D Caldwell sang "My Task."
ship grant. He is studying under meeting being held there May 6-7.
NAME OMITTED
move
will
unit
Counterguerilla
A
a communique said Monday
Reds. Gary Lee Brandon, Mike
Mrs Keel is the regional WNW
Mrs. Lowry introduced the guest
Green 58, London 52, Hopkinsville
the Cypress the direction of Dr. Tom Gold, one
The officials statement followed in three patrols from
58, Evansville, Inds 47 and Hunt- speaker, Dr. Will Frank Steely, who Brewer. Charles David Gibbs. Bobtop scientists in the nation. urayei chairrnan and a member of
the
of
at
counts'
the
across
area
Creek
recent warnings from Italian engave an excellent address on "Citi- by Collins and Gary Wilcox
ington, W Va., 56
The fellowship grant will include the Elm Grove Church WMS Mrs.
The name of Gary McClard, sen- gineers and geologists that the tow- night to a point near Lynn Grove.
Yanks. Monty Stratton Cathey,
zenship" as it related to the day's
fees and tuition plus $3200 a,Lee and Mrs. Chambers are memall
of
know
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if
that
felt
is
It
David Alexander, David Hughes, ior at Calloway County High School er mar topple "within our genera79 topic.
l bers of the Spring Creek Church
High Yesterday
year
misunderstanding
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problem.
this
was omitted from the het six week's tion" unless something is done
Rev Walter Mischke and Rev and Stanley King.
63
Low Yesterday
Wells graduated last year WMS
Young
sighted
are
patrols
the
if
arise
will
preThose listed above are in addi- honor roll through error Gary made 'The organization called the
64 Henry McKenzie led in the In7.15 Today
Murray State College with high The ladies are making the trip by
said it was moving through the darkness across from
chartered bus for the region.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a. M. 3604. vocation and Benediction respect- tion to those who played last year the honor roll and made all A's sent situation bad, but
distinction,
farmlands.
no worse than usual.
for the six weeits
and are still qualifies!.
ively. ,1/4
Sunset 6 51, sunrise 4:50.
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Bids To Be Taken On Six New
Busses, Tires, Stoker Coal

Bulletin

Crappie Fishing On
Lake Said Good

•

Ten From Murray
To Attend Meeting

Old Home To
Go On Stage
May 23,24,25
'

Western To Meet
MSC Track Squad
Here At 7:00 p.m.

Murray Hospital
Progress Report

Will Give State Top
System Says Breathitt
14KITNAORDVII

0

Fellowslu I)av
Held Friday
By Council

Winners In Essay
Contest Are Named

•

May Grand Jury Is
Now In Session

Little League'
Teams Are
Announced

Woatlaw
lk•wport

Local Girls
Champions In
4-H sally

Local Persons At
Baptist Convention

Total Funds Received
From Easter Seals
Amounts To $1125.05

Solution To Tower,
Just Leave It Alone

0

Eddie Wells
Receives Top
Fellowship

Leave Sunday For
Annual WMU Meet

•

41.
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Quotes From The News

THE LEDGER 6i. TIMES

Ten Years Ago Today

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TOZEJS PUBLISHU40 COMPAN
Y.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
;onsoliciation ol the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and bac.
The
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Rev. Ralph Abernathy, adTimes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1944
dressing Negroes at a mass integration rally:
•
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to
the Editor,
or Pubic Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
interest of our readers.

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

"You mothers must come out and join your children in
jail."

The pastor of Cherry Corner Baptist Church, Tom mcCollough, has resigned to take the position of editor of
Young People's materials for the Sunday School Board of
the Southern Baptist Convention in Nashville.
Robert Young filed with the County Court Clerk for the
office. of Tax Commissioner of Calloway County.
Mrs. Ross Paschall passed away Sunday night at Glasgow. She was a member of the South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church where funeral services, were held this afternoon.
, .
Mrs. Ed Griffin, president of the Murray Woman's Club,
today presented a check for $350 to the Murray Hospital to
enable the purchase of a second gas machine in the (;:iperating room.
‘.

SPARTANSBURG, S.C. — From a letter to Preside
nt
Kennedy by now-imprisoned Virdell H. Willingham:
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.,
1509
"I hope to hear from you soon or I will see you through
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York,
N.Y.; the scope of a high-polyered rifle."
Steedenson /licit, Detroit, Mich.
I

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kectucky, for transmiss
ion as
WASHINGTON — A critic of the Internal Revenue ServSecond Clam Matter.
ice's strict interpretation of suitable places for conduct
ing
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrter in Murray, per week 20, per business:
mouth 85r. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, .4_30;
else"I
know
some
people who would talk business going over
where, $6.00.

111C4
gni

Niagara Falls in a barrel."

ed
"The Outstanding Civic Meet ad a Ociesairiaity is the
Integrity of Ifs Newspaper"

e
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SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic —
President
Juan Bosch, discussing the dispute with Haiti:
"We are moving additional forces to have complet
e control of the frontier for Any eventuality."

- MAY 7, 1963

WE ENDORSE BREATHITT
•

LEDGER & TIMES is glad to lend its support to the
candidacy of Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt for the democratic
nomination for governor of the Commonwealth of Kanatucky.
We have delayed publishing our endorsement for some
time; not through any doubt as to whom we were going to
support. but because we-wished to become better acquaint/x1
with Ned Breathitt and see just what kind of a man he is.
We have been .in contact with Mr. Breathitt several
tunes in the past several weeks and he appears to us to be
an honest, hardworking, sincere and capable young man. We
are satisfied that he can handle the reins of state government in a fair and equitable manner with a wisdom that
belies his young appearance.
.
The candidacy of Albert CI:idler does not appeal to us
in the slightest.
We normally like to consider all of thei
candidates for
an office and try to pick the one we think
11 do the best
job. It is for this reason that we ruled Out Mr.
Chandler.
We had little confidence in him the last time
he was
governor and have leas now.
.
We thuik that with a young and vigorous man like
Ned
Breathitt heading the Commonwealth of Kentuck
y, our.state
will continue to go forward among the states.
The program as outlined by Mr. Breathitt includes
keeping the three per cent sales tax. We think
this is a wise
move, because . we know the money is n
and would
only have to be replaced by some other to
of taxation.
if it was abolished or lowered down to 1
pe cent. Frankly
we would just as soon pay a 3c sales tax
as
Is sales Lae
as far as the nuisance is concerned.
The money this tax brings1 however has
been proved
and the good works that can *
accomplished with it are
well known..
We like the above board approach of
Ned Breathitt, his
charm and his apparent desire to get
things done.
Frankly we feel that the people of Kentuck
y are tired
of Mr_ Chan0yr, and his suit*, for
the least thirty years.
His treatmea of maiiy segments of
our society have not
endeared him to the populace in general.
A large number
of queationable incidents have
occurred during his two
terfns as governor and we feel that the people
of Kentucky
do not have to place themselves in position
s of embarrassment such as they have endured in the past.
Considering these two leading candidates for
the democratic nomination, Edward T. -Ned" Breathit
t stands out
head and shuuldirs over Mr. Chandler, and
we are pleased
to endorse him.
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OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St.

Tel. 753-3161
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BRANDON BROS. USED CARS

BEST BUYS

t 0°

•

"COMPACT CAR HEADQUARTERS IN
MURRAY"

'63 PONTIAC

'61 PONTIAC

Bonne., 2-Dr. H'top
A-PARTING NI WILL GO—Under a growing threat of ouster
yr aaaasaination by Arab eationalizta Jordan'. young King
Hussein still finds time to relax with some go-kart racing
at a track • few milts from Amman. "It makes a change
from the palace routine,' be says.

Sedan, Air & Power

'62 BUICK
Convertible

'62 CHEVY II Sed.
'62 VOLKSW'GN
Convertible

'61 OLDS
Air and Potter

'59 OLDS
Air and Power

61 CHEVY
Impala. Sedan
'59 CHEVY
Convertible

'57 CHEVY

'58 PACKARD

Sedan

2-Dr. Hardtop

'61 MERCURY

'61 CHEVY
2-Dr. Sedan

'58 FORD

2-Dr. Hardtop

'60 CHEVY
2-Dr. Hardtop
4-Dr. Sedan

F-85 Sedan

'55 CHEVY
4-Dr. Sedan

'61 CHEVY

'60 CHEVY

'61 OLDS

asation Wagon

'59 ENGLISH Ford
'61 RAMBLER

2-Dr. Hardtop

'58 CADILLAC

Sedan

Air and Power

'60 PONTIAC

'59 CADILLAC

Bonne.. 4-Dr. H'top

BRANDON BROS.
HAZEL HIGHWAY - ACROSS FROM A &
P
SEE HOWARD BRANDON or VERBLE TAYLOR
- PLaxa 3-4383

THINK....
U N. DELEGATE TUMID AWAY—Miaa Angie Brooms, Liberia I
t,.N. representative and an assistant secretary of state of
her nation, eta in lobby of the SAW Cafeteria in Raleigh.
KC., with be nephew. Joseph Outland. after being refused
service. They also were refused service at • hotel, and the
manager said the incident was -obviously • put-up job'
gulag • reporter and photographer were present. She was
there to address students at all-Negro North Carullna College at nearby Durham. She is • graduate of Shaw College
In Raleigh, where bee nephew is a student.

1.

How desperate the COMKS-BREVTIIITT organiration
is to run a filmed program of character assassination against their chief opponent without one word
being said about Breathitt.

2.

This was done by the same crowd that got caught in
the BIC/ TRUCK SCANDAL.

3.

This was done by the whiskey crowd that got caught
in an 8 million dollar deal, and had
to call it off,
after getting by with a 17 million dollar deal secretly.

4.

Thin was done by the same crowd that made a KENTU
CKY COLONEL out of "APRIL FLOWERS",
a
strip tease dancer and one of their people who helped
frame Sheriff Ratterman.

on Happy's home.

/0 Soden

Rambler brings you a great new V-8
...and it cots less than many Sixes
in's the kind of super-efficient V-ti
I ,,ou'd espett from Rambler, the car
that'. farmius for bringing you the Best
performance and economy.
of Both
You can ravel V-il style on a 6-cylinder
budget. In act, this new Rambler Classic
costs S76 to S195 less than
I9X-hp
So.:s offered by the other to best-selling
low-priced cars.
And it's solidly. lastingly Rambler a ith
exclusi.e Advance Unit Construction:—

Deep'
-Dip ructproofing—a CeramicArmored eshaust system designed to last
as long as the original buyer owns his
Rambler.Sec your Rambler dealer today.

6.

PRITCHARD, an ex -convict, who served
time for BALLOT BOX
STUFFING, as one of the main- men masterminding Breathit
t's campaign.

7.

This is in the interest of the same man (Breathitt),
who swears he voted for the minimu
m foundation
program, but lies each time he states he did for
the OFFICIAL JOURNAL of the House
of Representatives shows plainly he did not.

8.

These are the same people who fired 8 District Highwa
y Commissioners ... Then hired
39 men to replace them at 10 times the cost.

9.

This was done by the same people who have wasted
75 million dollars of your tax
-money —more than
enough to bring our educational system and teacher'
s salary up to the National average.

10.

These are the same people who are telling you
what a wonderful administration this
has been bv collecting twice the tax from Kentuckians (250 million
dollars against 138 million) and
have blacktopped only
27 miles of Calloway County's roads against Happy's
and Harry Lee's 126 miles here in
this county.

These are the same people who have

Let's Get Back To Performance
Get Away From Promises
BY SUPPORTING THE

'Based on manufacturers' suggested retcl prices.

RAMBLE160R118
Winner of Motor Trend M g. rue Award

"CAR OF THE YEAR"

CHANDLER-WATERFIELD
*

TICKET

!_`...1TO SALES, Inc. - 5 I5 So. 12th Strect
-- CALLOWAY COUNTY COMMITTEE FOR CHANDLER-WATERFIELD

Sesee;al t',..ivings Now During Your Itirribtrr Dealer's TRADE PARADE! aim

6.
•

•

( oupe De Ville

5. This was done by the same people who pardoned a convicte
d RAPIST, gave him a gun, press card, credit
card, money and assigned him to spy

H

•

•

Come See Our Wide Selection of Older Cars

New ReentWer Clesev V v

3IAW7C

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
Leg glee—Slated to die in San Quentin's-gas chamber, Mra.
Iva Krueger is kissed by her husband. Ralph, for the last
time in a barred hallway In county Jail, San Francisco Also
convicted in the murder of • Santa Rosa, Calif., couple,
Krueger is under a life imprisonment sentence. The victims'
bodies were found buried in the Krueger.' basement.

Al I a.r.Y4 WO/SUER CLASSIC V-8

Nt. Tcr, Slits Hier limn is one
•fa^sm,sSir,r 9phont ev,th
'Sc new Clinic V-8.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
15 I.
iTeion
I., I
Kansas City
15 10 600
New York "
12 8 600
Boston
11
8 .579
Chicago
12 10 .545
Baltimore
13 11 542
Cleveland
9 9 .500
'Ve Angeles
13 14 .481
a Minnesota
10 14 .417
Washington
10 15 .400
Detroit
9 15 375

Co. Inc.

4; B.
%
1
144
1'r4
2Y2

3
41
2
/
5

51,4

Monday's Results
Chicago 5 Kansas City 1
New York 10 Detroit 3
Los Angeles 5 Minnesota 4
Only games scheduled)

0 IN MURRAY

IE DEAL

Today's Games
New York at Detroit. night
Boston at Baltimore. night
Minnesota at Los Angeles, night
Cleveland at Washington, night
Chicago at Kansas City, night

753-3181

•

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota at Los Angeles, night
Chicago at Kansas City. night
New York at Detroit, night
Cleveland at Washington. night
Boston at Baltimore, night

RICHMAN

LDS

85 Sedan

ACKARD

)r. Hardtop

16 10 615

Chicago
Milwaukee
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Cincinnati
New York
Houston

13
13
11
12
10
9
8

HEVY

)r. Sedan

4GLISH Ford
AMBLER

ape De Ville

522
.500
.478
462
.455
.375
320

2
3
31-2
4
4
6
711

Monday's Results
•Pittsburgh 7 Los Angeles 4
Only game scheduled)
Today's Game,
Chicago
San Francisco at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at New York. night
Houston at Cincinnati, night
Los Angeles at St. Louis. night

.r

enth.
Mantle enjoyed a perfect night
by driving in three runs on three
hits in as many times at bat. With
the Yanks leading 4-3, he slashed
a two-run homer off loser Hank
Aguirre 13-3) In the seventh to
make the score 6-3.
Tom 'fresh, who also ,collected
three hits, then unloaded a threerun homer off reliever Paul Paytack in the eighth to cap a fourrun rally. Bobby Richardson also
had three hits - and drove in two

NOT TOO 1NSISTANT — Answering questions at a news
conference In Washington.
Goy. George Romney of
Michigan trudats he is not a
candidate for the 1964 Republican presidential nomination, but did not make his
stand Irrevocable. "No one
can say what the future
holds," be said. RI,, wife Is

•
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SINCE CAN WAS A
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SAYING'I NETO4A
1011.045 A PAAN IN A CARD
SAME— I GET A lane
Ii
,.
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111.•

1•4E S ACCUSED OF -1
USING A JUDQ PUNCH
NE 16Ni7Tar
LOOKS SAD!
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r
ex cP
HE WAS AN
BELT AND
JUDO...
ALL OF THAT... HUT HE
uSE IT
TO
TRASSED
WAS
29.nj Tr* Ereftey!1•4E
A6,
HIS
if/NED
—ALWAYS -MACLASSES ABOUT THE
IT
USING
OF
DAN6ER
- IN SRAWLS!

1...A4 . TOOK IMF 0844111
Cf Mast; YOUR U.1.66AGL
PREPARED PAN! TIE NE AT
VIESTSOuND KANE LLAVE-3
Of 10 il/W4U1ES! SORRY...
BUT 1145 INCAS I SE NE
FIRST VEAL YOU'VE.
,
EVER sossep.

7
'4
--4 4

AMR skaig

by Charles M. Schulz—

PEANUTS®

OTHER KID5' BA5C3ALL HEROES
HIT HOME RUNS...MINE GETS
SENT DOWN TO THE MINORS!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I.- Elba d•
5- Snake
Wof d of
1110ITO

If-Pintail duck
13-Lly way of
bird
IS- Likely
le-Doubts
I 4-1Ars• bird
111•Nide of scale
0.Cull I
b.._
land
11.A continent
4ai.br
3-94 mho) for
silver
'ondesa-endins looks
?II- aver In
1.4•0101,

fa- Phi,e In ilne
39.1,1te talk
311. l'oseestal,•
pl•WHoUlfl

13- eidrinioni•t•
person
114,1. .144/116.
Put. I. loon
tit.Teren-rarY
had
IT- Heals
111 ILIker's
prinhort
I. I eis te
II Parent
I niinq
1A- 1,Kild

6-Country of
Asia
1-Equality
red eta(
tioena(
:C
3
5

Answer to V•sterd••'s Puzzle

ano

10.Marshes
22-Symbol for
dily SUCk
DOlia
21-5
t coiiog )
26- Parent

49-liurne's nesik
- hair
•
/
44-Gaelic
• .,
43-float
4141-South
American
04,41 aorrel
11- Preposit ion

87-Piece of cut -IV-Tidy
37-Swindle
lumber
39-River in
2S-Exist
Siberia
E9-91hip chkiinel
les
4031 - kit liluplan
41 -Protective
33-,I. ntain
ditch
pass
42-Oirl'• name
34- Vet about
I1 WM 1,11110.
44
It.- kidneys
3

4

OKAY-- LET'S
GET STARTED
ON OUR PICNIC

LIMO ROMOO MOO
MOE MOOMML203
MOUG30 [SOONER
000Mq Men.
MUM 51MU UM02
UMOOq Maq 211%
10 PON MOM MO
MOO MOONO
OMR0 OUM 05ge
MOO M93MO
AMMO DOOMS
SON =OMR MGR
0V001g 30M

general
10-ovable part
of motor
11-Serenely
comfortable
16-Journev
17 - Supercilious

I

by Ernie Bushiralier

runs.
In the only other American League games scheduled. the Chicago
White Sox beat Kansas city, 5-1,

watching closely.

Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia at New York
Pittsburgh a Chicago
- Houston at Cincinnati, night
11, San Francisco at Milwaukee, night
Los Angeles at St. Louis, night

by Don Sherwood

DAN 11TAGG

i

Pittsburgh at

n

ADILLAC

11
13
12
14
12
15
17
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
W 1., II, GB.
B.
Teem
14 8 638
a Pittsburgh
615
10
16
St Louis

San Francisco

—

.end
Bob Allison in the top of the manic Johnny Logan's pinch single with i on a 3-2 pitch by Don Drysdale and relieved Pirate starter :_ .
ns
to put Minnesota ahead, 4-3. Dant the bases full climaxed a four-mill snapped a 4-all tic. Jim Gilllam's and was relieved him..
i at.
corn&i was credited with his first' rally in the sixth inning that gavel throwing error made three of the second victory withou,
i th
I Frank Howard socked 11. •
victory and Ray Moore charged: the Pirates their come-trom-behind runs in the inning unearned.
victory over the Dodgers.
with his first defrat.
I Drysdale, a 25-game winner last homer over Forbes Field's .t.o. aeld
Logan's shot to right field camel year, now is 2-3. Joe Gibbon, who scoreboard in the third.
Pinch Single Wins

• and the Los Angeles Angels. snapped
'
with the Yanks.
When some alarmists suggested a four-game losing streak with a
hiternsti.dosi
nited
this could be one of their off-years. 5-4 victory over the Minnesota
The New York Yankees are back Manager Ralph Houk said no i Twins.
on top again and frankly, who d1s1 chance. When questions were raised
Pirates Beat Dnegere
you expect, the Washington Sena- about Whitey Ford's arm, the YAWO• nly one game was played in
kee manager said don't worry. And the National League, with the Pittors?
when anyone asked when Mickey tsburgh Pirates downing the Lai:
If you had paid strict attention,
Mantle would start hitting, Houk Angeles Dodgers, 7-4.
you would have known weeks ago
always said soon.
Gary Peters of the White Sox,
everything was going to be okay
It, looks as if he was right on all given his first major league start,
count.'.
made the most of it by limiting the
Technically, the Yankees are tied A's to four hits and belting a home
for first place in the America* run himself.
Peters tired after eight innings.
League today with the Kansas City i
Athletics but the A's had getter however. and Jim Brosnan, picked
hurry up and get a picture of that up 24 hours earlier from the Reds,
because that situation is subject relieved him in the ninth and set
1 down the A's in order, striking out
to change on short notice.
• two of the three batters he faced.
Tigers
Yanks Crush
Southpaw Ted Bowsfield suffered
Baring their muscles for the first his fburth defeat against one victime in weeks, the Yankees rattled tory, yielding 10 of the White Sox',
off 15 hits and ran up their highest 13 hitS, including homers by Peters
run total of the season Monday • iind Mike Hershberger.
Pearson drove in four of,
night in crushing the Detroit Tigers,
the Angela' five runs against the I
10-3.
a pair of i
The Tigers ended Ford's string j Twins by connecting for
the bases;
of scoreless innings at 20 when they doubles, both tunes with
got to him for three runs in the loaded.
Pearson's second double came off I
fourth inning but the veteran southpaw still registered his third Bill Plets with one out in the ninthl
I
straight victory even ttflaugh J m and broke up the ball game after
home'
Bouton relieved him in the sev- •Zono Yersalles had singled

Ry MILTON

•

urray Woman's Club,
Murray Hospital to
.chine in the perat,.

WINININIMP

TIMES

The Yanks Are Back On Top And Who Really
Ever Doubted That Houk s Crew Wouldn t Be
/

St Church, Torn Mc()salon of editor of
lay School Board of
shville.
• Court Clerk for the
County.
nday night at Glasleasant Grove Methrere held this after-
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CHAMPION'S FORM—Nancy
Vonderhelde of Cincinnati.
O., whose shooting form with
bow 'n arrow made her the
woman
world's champion
archer, is practicing for the

Midwestern Archery Tourney to be held In Cincinnati
In June.
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Lhatr. by United Feature Syndicate,Inc. 7
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Owen Billinorton
State Senator
*

- mere than

rice
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ELE( T

Democratic Primary May 28, 1963
31st SENATORIAL DISTRICT
8 Year Legislative Experience

(Central Press)
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1963 Cadillac all the

more

when you drive it! The car's youthfully lithe

Toes are only a hint of the eager action tnat awaits you at the wheel. Your dealer
r
waiting your most exacting inspection. You'll find it an enlightening experience.
VISIT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED

c:6---ada

DEALER

SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SACE$111
1 406 W. Main Street

Murray, Ky.

'

LERMAN'S ANNUAL

DRESS CARPI VIII.

IID
•

•

OVER 2,500 DRESSES
TO CHOOSE FROM!!

STARTS THURSDAY

A FREE $5.88 DRESS

TO BE GIVEN AWAY EVERY DAY
OF THE SALE!!

11
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1,11Deke lb ?nine — ancat*At. tatra
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TUESDAY — MAY 7, 1963

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-4947
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Tuesday, May 7th
The Jessie Lud wick Circle of the
College Presbyterian Church will
meet with Mrs. Harry Hawkins at
1.30 pm.
•••
Wednesday, May II
The New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet at .the home of Mrs.
Ronald Adams, 500 South Ida
Street. at I p. m.
•••

Why you
love this slip

DEAR ABBY A :.#
fan:, rec- He doesn't want me to lose a single
Monday. May 13th
er.tly moved to twAr. The %lie is • pound
Abby. I love my husband
The practice meeting for the invery attractive. I heard a woman
and want to' please him. but I'd
stallatio
n of new officers of the
tell • large group of ladies at a tea prefer
to be thinner again. Should
Murray High P-TA. has been
that she had heard a rumor'about I please
myself or my husband?
changed from May the 9th. The
the new corner She went into some
PLEASINOLY PLUMP
meeting is set for 7:30 p.m. at the
detail. casting an ugly shadow on
DE 4.1l PLEASINGLY: Please your
achooL
the woman's character. Then she doctor'
That way'll youll be pleassmiled and said. "But I don't believe ing yourself
as well, without dea word of it. do your Why, then. liberately defying
year husband.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
did she repeat the story? Before
•••
By United, Pr,*International
long it*.ad circulated all over town.; CONFID
ENTIAL TO -DOUBLE
LOUISVILLE CPT- The extendNos o eryone is speculating about I SHOT":
Dignity is the one thing ed weather forecast for Kentucay
the newcomer How can a person that cannot
be preserv ed in alcohol. Tuesday through Saturday oy tase
protect herself against something')
•••
U. S Weather Bureau:
like that?
For a personal reply write to
Temperatures for the five - cay
WAS THERE
ABBY. Box 3365 BeN-er13, Hills, Cali- period will average arotum three
DEAR WAS: She can sue for fornia
and include a self-addressed, degrees above the Kentucky normal
slander, but seldom does. My hat I
stamped em elope. Abby answers of 64. Lout-111e normal extreme
s
Is off to the courageous one 111 he
I ALL mad.
74 and 50.
will silence A gossip monger's it•••
ions attack on one who is absent
Cooler first with a warming trer
And unable to defend herself And
For Abbyls booklet. "How To Have after the middle of the we
Liu.,
II is good to remember that those A Lovely Wedding." send 50 cents rainfall is likely except a chance
ho ,a ould repeat vs, ions gossip are to ABBY, Sox 3365, Beverly
scattered showers tonight in tne
not Abue inventing it.
j soUtn.
• ••
L`EAR ABBY' Regarding the
letter from EXPECTANT FATHER"
who insisted on being in the de.
'WW1 TOOD1 when his first ctuld
was born My husband -insisted on
being present at this event. and was
granted permission Well. I had
tains aly husband fainted and fell f
against the light switch. turning
out the lights I delivered in the:
dark. Tell nusbands to stay out of
the deI.ivery room. One patient in I
there is enough.
PM • Morrow Bay. Calif)
"
•
DEAR ABBY. When I was married I had a burly nice figure. My
measurements were 34-25-36. About
a month ago I gave birth to my
first child. My measurements are
DOR 36-34-42. My doctor agrees
that
I should be put on a diet, but my
husband says he likes me this woe.

Ir(i\lovely
as...
First, because this smooth, slim
shaping of carefree nylon tricot
has such a beautiful bodice of
lined lace, and a hem seven inches
deep in more lace. Second, because
it fits you so perfectly you'll
have to smile with pleasure
at your mirror. And then
there's the price. $8.951
Sizes 30 to 40,
Short, Average,
ki the colors
you love moSt.

pringtime
t y
*,
J

-

NO-SCAM and FULL-FASHIONED NYLON

HOSIERY
The loveliest legs In town are
accented by the spring beauty of
exquisitely sheer, personally proporttoned
Claussner nylons... styled In a bouquet
of spring-fresh shades and colors!

1'

PLEAsE.!

The famousglei
c 9Z
Brief
cut for comfort...
priced to please
at $1.35

ADMITS STARTING FATAL
Figueroa (left) Is
booked at th• Morrtsania Ave. ponce station in
New York
after admitting he tried to smoke hia girl
friend out of •
tenement apartment following an argument
The fire the
17-year-old youth touched off =ad four children
-

Ship'n Shore'

FCR CORRECT

forest
flowers
bloom
on the
soft-shirt

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

3.50

(NLY YtiU CA4
PP-EVENTFOREST FIRES

Here's a pantie that really fits.
Made of Vanity Fair's superb quality
nylon tricot, it's cut for
comfortable coverage in
the sleekest minimum pantie.
In Dawn Pink, Heaven Blue,
Midnight Black and Star White.

DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL
PEOPLES

BAOt
Murray, Ky.

NK

MOTHER'S DAY

SINS HAMAR

Finely tailored with an airy little convertible
collar. Easy-care in 65% Dacron' polyester,
35% cotton. Petal colored prints. 28 to 38.

LITTLE TUCKS, BIG
NEWS...
how exciting to wear
an airy dacron/cotton
voile tucked the way
fashion dictates...
nipped in the waist to
blossom
forth with a skirt that's
obviously
Jean Lang! In favorite
summer
colors, sizes 8 to 16.

Sir*: 4 to 7, I/ 75
Sizes 8 and 9,11.65

•
$2495

111111011'S

•
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& TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WANTED TO BUY

77-4P:41

UY

SELL TRADE RENT HIRE HELP

WANT VICIOUS YARD GUARD
dog. Will attack on sight. Prefer
small dog. Would consider any size.
Eddie Roberts, phone 753-3301, Mur-

• •

ray, Ky.
MIN111=11a

NOTICENOTICE
TV OWNERS BUY PICTURE tubes
direct from factory. 17"-$24.95; 21"629.95; 24-$39.95. One year fully
guaranteed. TV Servicecenter, 313
North Fourth Street, phone 7535865.
june7c

tete

LOSE WEIGHT SAFELY WITH
Dex-A-Diet tablets. Full weeks supply only 98c at your drugstore.
-INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Board of
Education asks for bids on School
Bus tires. All tires to be A Grade
Nylon Off and On Road Tread 9 00
10 ply x 20 - 10 ply - 8:25 X 20
7.50 x 20 - 10 ply - Same sizes in
Transport Tread. All bids must be
In County Board Office, 200 S. 6th
St. Murray, Ky, by noon 12 o'clock,
ltc
May 24, 1963.

1

FOR RENT

FOR

SALE

GOOD '52 DODGE. R"r-r Courtnj
APARTMENT AT 308 So. 16th St. Starks at Cothiun's Shop or at 310 NEEDED, DISTRIBUTOR FOR
Call Ken Stoll, 782-3732.
m7p South 8th.
map Murray area. Well established firm.
Need $500 cash. For more informaFOR RENT FOR SEASON. CABIN
S TRAVELER alum- tion write Box 1016, Paducah, Ky.
14'
ARKANSA
on Kentucky Lake. Cypress Creek
mlOp
boat, 10 horse Johnson motor,
area. Phone 436-3128.
a7p inum
Magnolia boa t trailer. Excellent
_
m8p
BUSINESS BUILDING MAST Main condition. 753-5725.

WANTED

IN%'ITATION To BID
RELIABLE MAN TO WORK IN
The Calloway County Board of
grocery store. Experience helpful
Education ask for Inds on 6 - 1963 but not necessary. Write to Boa
48-Passenger School Bus Chassis,
32-0, Murray, Kentucky giving age,
F.O.B., Murray, Ky. Chassis shall ,
experience, references and etc. m70
meet State Specifications. All bids
must be in County Board of Educa- COUNTER CLERK - APPLY IN
tion Office, 200 8. 6th St., Murray, person at Boone.Ldry. & Cleaners.
Hz
inSc
Ky., by 12 noon May 24, 1963.

NEW BRICK HOME, THREE bedrooms one paneled) ceramic tile
bath with shower, combination kitchen-dining room paneled I, large
12'1E22' living room, carport, storage
room. lot 8/Y/fib° located in College
Terrace. two blocks due west College High. Phone day 753-1738, night
m9c
753-5111.

E

WANT ES,

OST & FOUND
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Breathitt ...(handler ...
and World War II
Ned Breathitt served his country
In World War II, Ned
Breathitt enlisted in the
Army Air Forces. He was
it 18 years old. He served 3
years, working his way up

t

Two drops as sweet as one
teaspoonful of sugar without
the calories! Plastic pursesire squeeze•a-drop bottle.

ow Your

". =.4.1.WIZIMTIABBOO
1/1.111.
ew041 Old =1

Holland Drug Co.

On November 7, 1941, the United
States Sendte voted to arm U. S. ships
going into war zones. On the same
day, Senator A. B. Chandler, a reserve
captain, issued this statement:
"I AM A CAPTAIN NOW AND WHEN
I VOTE TO SEND ANY BOY IN THIS
COUNTRY TO WAR, I AM GOING TO
ASK FOR LEAVE AND MARCH WITH
MY REGIMENT. I WANT THEM TO

• ENDS TONITE •
DEBBIE REYNOLDS in
rroidooio.

I
• •1 -•
r-fers *re. It must be at len-. peper
na
She
yi•ars ago
lief lout
"And the warehouse," i‘nell
"He had to leave," Allan said
rathr -a heire,.a. Cie is to .taie.:oene
511. his voic" outraged. "T:,..rt's
sv..aimy at twi :15.05 *Meanwhile, dryly
of
ene
of
e
ste. loves In the
Pour responsibility. 'iat
'I suppose SO." Clayton part
Bennett. -in
liei guardians
has it been used for. anyhow?"
the old town ef Marleville. Ben- sounded regretful. "But I r:
nett • son. Chrs:er. wants to marry
"Just the stora7e of
Admit that I liked the ma tie'
her.
said, "I'll no
On. fact wars this portrait of mendously. I never was as ends." Bennett
happin,as someone is trying to
through it and find out will°
out
found
I
when
as
stunned
Jill Even liner the third •tti•reSt
on her life. the trustees of the Tarn- he was a crook. Everyone wea- has been using it."
l!) -endowed DelIamy Institute of stunned."
"I'll help you, Dad," C:.::Yter
Art and guardians of JIII a e in.
coined to reedit most of her fears
"I wasn't," Allen said. "It offered.
to an over*. Use imagination. That
"This Is your vacation," his
me. He was 1.00
is two of the three trusters - gruff didn't surprise
father reminded him. "I. vaiat
and politically ambitious Abraham smooth to fool me."
enjoy every roirt:i.e
Allen and William Bennett-prefesi•
"And yet," Clayton pointed you to
net to take JOU,- strirfes too serious.
enongh for my poi"The third. Rorer Clayton. er- out. "Andy, Trevor probably did It. Time
ly
ring'', to have a young lawyer from more for Mapleville than any terns later on.'
Maples-111e
•
New York. Jim Trevor.
"And now that's rettled."
leiy. keep an eye In Jill Trevor. man who ever lived here."
Dan said to Jill, "let's get strrtwhitee father left Maplestile in alesnorted.
Allen
to
only
not
grat-e. Is determined
own program. 1:0•.v
"I know you've done a lot for ed on our
find out who wants JlIl dead but
also to clear his father's name. Jill the place, Abe," Clayton said about dinner and dsneing at
be
really
Trevor
who
doesn't know
the inn on Thursday"
for he has assumed the guise of hastily
satcl
fun!"
Peter Carr, chauffeur to Roger
"But it's only since Trevor; "Oh,
Clayton.
Jilt could aainver. "We'll all
Jill'. nest "accidenr occurred eras driven out that anyone has
go
when she confronted ff- Oranger in noticed it," Allen snapped.
an abandoned warehouse on tier
Dangave his eauadi an
property she WSJ pushed Into • had people thinking he was the
wont I had
look.
amused
intim and the door locket' t
."
benefactor
groat
her. 'Peter Carr- heard Jill's shouts
in m n d," he assured ber
was."
he
way
a
in
"Well,
and came to net reerne.
blandly.
,
Clayton said, and after a look
• • •
CHAPTER 9
at him Allen made no further
I Tr.LL you," JIII proT THE dinner table Jill comnient.
tc-saed. "I feel all right I'm
Bellamy told Roger Clay- I "So this man Carr took you
perfectly well. I haven't a sinton of her experience at the! to Mrs. Meam." Clayton said,f
or pain."
warehouse and noticed, during switching the conversation back gle ache
"Just the same," Chester
her narrative, that she had to Jill.
Bennett insisted doggedly, "I
caught the attention of the
"Yes, and she said she knew
wish you'd go away. For a
whole table.
the man who was in the warefew weeks. Maine. perhaps, or
"And then a man broke open house. Not the one who pushed
New
place in
that pretty
the door and let me out," she me. I didn't see that one, of
Hampshire. Please go," he
concluded.
course. The other one. He's her
begged her. "I'm worried about
"Where did he come from?" lodger, John Jones."
you, Jill."
("heater Bennett asked shai-p"I think," Clayton said, "a
"But why? You think 1'm in
ly.
little talk with Mr. Jones seems
danger, don't you?"
"Why I don't know." Jill to be indicated."
"I don't know," he groaned.
was startled. "He was just-"You know," Denise said,
"I Amply don't knew. But we
passing, I suppose, and he ,watching Jill closely, "if I were
can't Lake any chalices."
heard me scream."
you, Gillian. I'd wohder about
The telephone rang and alto
"He wasn't the man who this man Carr."
rose from her chair. Then
half
first
the
in
up
locked you
"Wonder what?" Jill asked, she heard the maid rail Mrs.
place?"
trying to keep her voice level. Bennett. She relaxed, her shoul"Oh, no!"
"Wonder if he was the man ders and the corners of her
look.
odd
an
her
gave
Clayton
who pushed you, of course." mouth drooping a little,
Did
sure?
so
you
makes
- 'What
The big blue eyes watched the
"Were you expecting a call?"
you find out who he was?"
color fade from Jill's face. Cheater had not missed the
"His name was Peter Carr." Denise's red mouth smiled maeager expectation that had endSomething flickered behind liciously. "He must be quite a
ed In disappointment.
Clayton's eyes, Denise leaned man." Then she observed her
"Nothing special," she said.
forward. "Why--" she began. father's expression and she
But it was special. Peter
Her father stopped her with stopped abruptly.
Carr had never telephon ,-d. He
an abrupt gesture. "What did
much
remember
"I don't
hadn't said that hp would, of
he do then?"
about him," Jill said coolly. course, but she h4d expected
"He looked through the build- "Oh, there's another thing,"
him to.
ing, but there was a big pad- she hastened on. eager to
"
"Who is it? flan T'olt
lock on a door upstairs and he change the subject. "` almost
asked,- his yes still on
Chester
So
place.
couldn't search the
forgot to tell you why I was her telltale face.
he took me to Aunt Sally's."
near the warehouse at all.'
looked at
"Dan Holt?" S
Clayton
"I wasn't aware,"
She told them about the him In surprise.
had
you
"that
said in surprise,
news Item, which had stated
He grinned. "I gees.' that
any living relatives."
that the Praxiteles boat had takes care of Holt. Or else he
aunt.
my
really
isn't
"She
been sold to a collector in Ohio. 'thinks -" Chester broke off in
Mrs. Sally Meam. She keeps
"I hunter] all over the Insti- discomfort.
lodgers and she nursed me
Jill completed the sentence.
tute but it isn't on display. By
twice, once after the gas and any chance, could it have been
"-that I am engaged to you.
again when I had the broken left out of my father's cataChester, I meant to speak of
ribs And I've seen a lot of her logue? And If it was listed, it. Your mother-you most tell
since
where Is it now It was one of her. It's not fair --to any of
"Mrs. Meam," Abraham Almy father's favorite pieces."
us. And if people were to get
len said in his dry voice. "Oh,
Bennett looked at her, his the idea- you can see for youryes. She utilrld l to be Andrew
self how embarriredng It might
housekeeper, didn't round face crimson. "Good
Trevor's
a! That's Impossible. become, the awkward position
he.
she 7"
mistake. I'll check we might all find ourselves in."
"Trevor? Never heard of There's some
"I'll tell her," Chester said
In the morning
the
catalogue
said.
him." William Bennett
man dully.
the
with
touch
in
get
aryl
time.
your
"He was before
In 010o. Did you keep the news- (To Be Continued Tomorrow)
Clayton told him. "Ile left here
""•" "''"•
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from private to lieutenant.
He is shown here in flight
training at Big Spring Air
Force Base in Texas.

Chandler resigned his commission and served himself

Economical.,

HIGH SCHOOL OR COLLEGE boy
to work weekends and nights Apply
LOST SORRET. MATralffirclit
SW ion, Five YARD MAN TO DO YEAR round
from Murray Livestock Wednesday at. Johnson Sinclair
m9c
mile work Call 753-1424.
m7c Points
night. Call 753-5334.

New
MILIE LORING
R • # r

HOG MARKET

I

Bussiness Opportunities

FEMALE HELP
Street, formerly Gambles Store. Are
JUST ARRIVING NEW Shipment
&liable now. Telephone 763-5549.
51'
Liberty
trailers.
good used
mlc of
21 TO 60 TO DO
selling wholesale. Also new 10' wides LADY - AGE
telephone survey work from your
FIRST FLOOR APARTMENT, pri- from $3,550. Matthews Trailer Sales,
home in Murray, Hazel and Kirksey.
vate entrance, 2 bedrooms, air-con- Highway 45, Mayfield, CH 7-9066.
Ins. Co.,,
junetic Reply to Pyramid Life
ditioned, garbage disposal and utilmite
Box 634, Murray, Ky.
ity. Available May 16th, Phone PL 3- 8' WIDE HOUSE TRAILER IN good P.O.
4350.
In8c condition, good tires, ready to move.
m7p
2 bedroom. Call 753-4627.
HOUSE 401 SOUTH ilth. TWO
bedrooms downstairs, two up. Gas 19 OUTBOARD CABIN CRUISER,
heat. Call 753-2345. T. G. Shelton. motor and trailer, Sinclair Station,
m8c corner of 16th Street and College
m9nc
Farm Road.
FOUR ROOM APARTMENT WITH
flat
INVITATION TO BID
TRUCK,
TON
Pa
bath. Private entrance. Adults only. '54 CHEVY
The Calloway County Board of Available June 8th. Call 753-5703 or bed, cattle rack, new good tires. We
Education asks for bids on Coal at after 4:00 p.m. call 753-4891.
infic don't need it, will sell cheap. BOm9c
Mines and Delivered to Co Schools
brey's, call 753-5617.
Specifications - Washed Oil Treated 5 ROOM HOUSE, 2 BEDROOMS,
4". All modern, near city limits. Call 753- THREE 3-YEAR OLD JERSEY
1
No. 11 Stoker Coal l'." x /
m9p coas, also two 2-year old Jersey
bids must be in County Board of 2987.
heifers. All artlfically bred, will
Education office, 200 S 6th St,
freshen within a month. 753-3450
Murray, Ky., by 12 noon May 24, i
rn9p
or see Kenneth Clark.
HELP WANTED
ltc
1963.

ingtimc

4

$1350. No. 2 and 3 sows 400 to 600
lbs. $10.50 to $1125 No. F and 2 250
,to 400 lbs. $11.00 to $12.10.
Federal State Market News Sera
ice, Tuesday. May 7. Kentucky Purchase-Area Hog Market Report inNOW YOU KNOW
cluding 8 buying stations. Estimated
By United Preis International
receipts 420. Barrows and gilts
The largest flower known is tnat
steady 25c higher. No. 1, 2 and 3 180
of the parasitic raftlesia, wnicn
to 230 the, $1340 to 413.8a. Few No.I
feeds on decaying vegetation on tne
180 to 220 lbs. $13.85 to $14.25. No. 2
floors of tropical forests, accorcung
and 3 235 to 270 lbs. $12.50 to $13.80.
to the Grolier Society.
No. 1,2 and 3 150 to 175 lbs. $11.00 to

"MY SIX LOVES"
Tecirsii 01.05

KNOW OLD HAPPY DID NOT TURN
HIS BACK ON THEM."
THIRTY DAYS LATER THE JAPANESE
BOMBED PEARL HARBOR AND WAR
WAS DECLARED. THREE DAYS LATER
CHXNDLER RESIGNED HIS COMMISSION, STATING THAT THE WAR DEPARTMENT SAID HE COULD SERVE
HIS COUNTRY BETTER IN THE
SENATE.

WED. & THURS.

How did Chandler serve his country?

M-G-M's
LOVE-MAKING MUSICAL
CINEMIASCOPE 1
and
Blushing COLOR
1

questioned tta
Os Apra I, iff43, the Truman Committee in co reportomen
eueeseds
lievilmes thew Chauallia was molting to behind-the-Imes
a whisky form at Lestngton
A few sissede few. Chsomiller boyfon to accept fees horn sold the contract was for
Whisky reataiisa WOB nestritted at Me nrne Chandler
s lees want up as 11.1 Ci6OMI
logol sevriam yet 41 WOO renown up so Met Chondle
What Chenille. dal to edre the $32 000
.0. able go proctors WWI WM mono whisky
paid hen by the hnn he Ma refuses to soy

Cheedlor chimed rumen
In Febteory 1945 at o talk cover a Cincinnati redo* station. Te do to while the war
the, he was about re screw the fob of Baseboll Commission,'
was en, he said, would be to shirk his duty I. his country
OKINAWA WAS AT ITS
LESS THAN 2 MONTHS LATER APRIL ft, WHEN FIGHTING ON 1415 SENATE SEAT to
FIERCEST CHANDLER ANNOUNCED HE WAS MOONING
YEAR.
PER
000
$50
OF
SALARY
A
AT
JOB
sccEm THE BASEBALL
knew how well he
As Ise remarked Mein a man hes to look out for himself Veterans
instead.
did this when Ms was supposed to bo aohing tout tor his Country

.••

SEVEN
*1-I' BRIDES
a

FOR SEVEN
BROTHERS

JANE POWEll.7bARD Kul
by Raeburn Van Buren
ABBIE

AN' SLATS

WELL, CHARLIE DOBBS
HAS A WHOMPIWG LOT
OF EXPLAINING TD DODISAPPEARING FOR
ALL THIS TIME! Me!

IS THAT- YES,IT IS! THERE'S A
FEMALE NEXT TO HIM! AND
JupGING BY THE WAY SHE'S
DRESSED--

-HE'S BEEN SPENDING HIS TIME
AT SOME CORNY MASGUERADE
PARTY.'

SHE DOES LOOK SORT G'ODD -LIKE SHE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE
A-- A PILGRIM OR SOMETHING

If

44
1)

_
by

LIL' ABNER
r,-7)-1.
PUFF!!-GASP!
75th FLOOR?

•

!zsi

YOU'RE IVERVIVI1P46
I HOPED FOR.','- AND
COULD IT BE MUTUAL?
liOU SEEM TO BE
?>REAMILESS,TOO.F.'

YOUR ESCORT
BUREAU CALL/NG.
PAS YOUR ORDER
ARRIVED? ARE YOU
SAPSF4ED

_••-v

Al Capp

•
?AO% VT

TAP. trnnrR
..uppurting state Att.

kl'.*.I.W.KY NEWS
By United Preis International
DIDIt'ATIE NEW BatIDGE
(iov
BEATTYVILLE. Ky

?URFA

—

MrItRAY. lICTNTrcx,

tor

Oldsmobile sees are/WHINE!

for

sgs

DORM RENEWAL
FRANKFORT. Ky. let - A worl,

Bert Combs will dedicate a new
beldes, Arree-tbe-isierth • Punt of the
Kentucky Riser on Ky 52 near here
today The $570,000 structure was
Ludt to replace an old saan which
collapsed,,,gilling one person and tnjuring several others, while an automobile was passing over it

order was issued Monday by th•
64.1040 DaPartment of Finance foi
the Dasmon-Evons Construction Co
Cincinnati to begin renovation o'
Hume Hall at Kentucky State Col1 lege here. The firm submitted th,
law bid of $75,900 on !!u. project

u• 041•8116
JO• weallIq

4

members of the Kentucky Astocustion of Future Fa:mers of
ADICTICS are expected to at:end tht
roup's 34th annual conic:Ilion ar
Louisville June 5-7 Kenn. McMillian, Prairie City. Ill. national FFA
guest
president will be among
,-eakers at th- convention

X
---

WASH at BOONES
AND-SAVE

• SO 1,1•

reminded again that this weekend the Countergsierilla unit of the Murray State College ROTC will
participate in a problem.
The unit, in three patrols will be ferried arrows Kentucky Lake from the Tennessee side to Cypress
Creek where they will move by night only to an area near Lynn Grove Their problem is to attack a guerilla
unit holed up just south of Lynn Grove. The civilian populace is supposed to be unfriendly to the counterguerilla unit so they will more cross country only by night.
Last week three different patrols participated in • similar problem

Chandler Hits Sales
Tax, State Paper

6th & Poplar Streets

,
Me a.

3. Cool Air-Conditioning!
4. Attendant On Duty To Help!
5. Dollar Bill Changer!
13th & Main Street

6. Free Carry In and Out Service!
13th & Main Street

7. Rain-Soft Water!
8. Press Pourself Machine!
Do one hour's ironing In 15 Minutes'

9. Coin Dry Cleaning!
13th & Mai! 5*!, •

WARSAW. Ky rgt — Former
Gov A B Chandler continued a
ciamign swing through northern
Kentucky today. firing away at two
of his favorite targets, the sales tax
and the Louisville newspapers
Democratic
Chandler. seeking
notrunation. to a thud term as gov• riser was scheduled to speak at
Williamstown today and at Newport
tonight
At Bedford Monday. the former
governor senator and baseball commissioner again pledged to remove
the sales tax from f9od. inedicine
And some clothing as soon as be
akes office, and said he could do
action
.t w:theiut

rt

'a

and

INPPIRABUS 11111U r

4E,ANILNG ,•

PV.141.•••IC 0C••••1111•110..

Say when... with your dollarsl
1111111LP FIGHT MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES
Murray, Ky.

TY
W
FE
NE
SA
YOU

CAN SEE AND FEEL!

,..ted by executive order

tIDAR u
IL

I :tier

'

6th & Poplar See'

- - THERE'S -SOMETHING EXTRA- /300T OWNING AN 0111$1•011L11 • SEE YOUR FRIENDLY OLDSUOSILE DEALER, --

1406 W. Main Street

elan: at the Gallaim
CY.t.rthc-se here Chancier
2.:ted that an editorial writer
...e Courier-Joarnal
'n th Lc
hn Ed PierLe was the real polf.w the administration
.
f Gov Bert Combs..

I'

•a•

WHEN WILL MS OE CURED?

a • 1:et tax I.
:a adl• r
t.- t t -II that sot., tfic Items can

10. E.wy Fark:ng!

II I
11.t

•••00•11

art

1. Choice of 15c, 20c, 25c Washer!
2. Free Spray Starch!

13th & Main Street

ROME PATROLS WILL 'ITTILIZE DrEnr DARK.•
Ar 1lTILIZTD DURING DAYLIGHT
FINAL OBJECTIVE ON TR/RT) NTGRT

Persons living in the Cypress Creek. New Concord area and across the southern part of Calloway County

— TWO STORES

Starch utii- dozen pieces in 3 minutes No
Take home ready to iron'

LANDING POINT

Nearly 1,700 people a day are discovering what a thrill it is
to step out in an Oldsmobile. Reasons? Plenty!
Sleek looks. Sensational V-8 performance! Plus the kind of
economy that made the Olds Dynamic 88 Class "G"
winner in the Mobil Economy Run!

`400T)FD AREAS

OD

and

•

Bgigibe

F. F. A. TO CONVENE
FRANKFORT Ky IN - Srej,T

13th & Main Streets

•

ifthe

PANDITS PLEAD GUILTY
COLUMBUS, Ohio ill — Two
men. accused of robbing a cabdriver here at knifepoint. pleaded
runty in Municipal Court Monday to armed robbery ch.arge..a.
Billy Joe licee. 32. Flattop, Ky.
and Francis O'Connor, I, Justice, W Va.. were held under $5,pending grand
100 bond each
jury action.

SI PPORT ERECKINRIDGE
Fl It\ KtORT. Ks lel — The
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen announced MI nday that it is

MAY 7, 1963

TUFSDAY

3.en. John

B. Breckinrldge in his bid
the Democratic nomination
lieutenant governor

BRIEFS

k

Nintiommimmermrsar2mrim-_---

THIS IS THE BIG ROOMER .

t•

THAT'S GOING AROUND!

4-4
Dart a
Now a family of six can go compact in a L. A
economy size compact. Lots of room-for hips and hats, legs anr1
luggage. More usable trunk space, in fact, than rr6st full-size cars
compact'
Yet Dart IS a compact. Fortunately, so is the price, Few
cost less than Dart. Not one ryes you so much tor your money
Nine models. All backed by a 5-year 50,000-mile warranty*.
.011,811 and yr,kfnansteo en IRS
Dodp DlOVAI'S •00•0, aping 4•1*-11
taw 11
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NEW!ATLAS MORON TIRE

COMPACT

How do you look at a tire-tread? At depth only?
You should also look at the amount of rubber
in contact with the road! New ATLAS Plycron
puts up to 25% more working rubber on the road.
The ATLAS tire spreads the car's load over
far more surface. Together with its improved
tread design,it gives up to 16% better traction

DODGE DART!!!

loqo

"'mg

CHRYSLER
c.s.o. ell
.00
001 COareda,
Tao .00,

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.

murr.Y• xi.

STANDARD COIL- COMPANY (KENTUCKY)

SEE "EMPIRE", NBC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTING

eV

1

for quicker,safer stops.You get more mileage,
less side-slip on turns,easy steering,real control!
You have a choice of two quick-action guarantees. Adjustments can be prorated on tread-depth
remaining, or on number of months in use. And
Standard Oil stands behind every ATLAS tire.
Come in soon ...then go safe —go Standard!

